
Marketing Your 

Setting  
Letting the children take the mic..



The best marketing in the world is of course 'word of
mouth' and whilst we can rely on our parents to spread
the word of how amazing our settings are, this is a bit
trickier when it comes to the children. Truth is, little
Abigail from toddlers isn't going to sit down over a
babycino with her friend from another setting and
proceed to explain to her the benefits of your setting on
her emotional, social and cognitive development. Not to
mention the inspiring provocations and school readiness
activities she's been doing! So how can we make sure
that the awesome things we do with our children is seen
and appreciated for how truly awesome it is?

Over the next 3 pages we will explore a few ideas.

Show the world

how you help

children to fly



Out in the

Community

What do children say when they are out and about in the community
with your setting? The answer is...an awful lot!

They show the community their independence, their resilience, their
numerical and language skills, their co-operative and sharing
attitudes, the list goes on and on...

So when you are out and about and supporting your children in the
community give them all the same learning opportunities you would in
a classroom environment. Take your time to count, to observe, to talk
and to discuss, to share, to co-operate and to play where appropriate.
This way you are telling the community, 'We care about and we
support and nurture our children.'

Top Tip - Have branded High Vis jackets so the whole
community knows who you are, say it loud and proud! 



You are all welcome here!

My welly plant - allow each child to plant a flower in an old welly,
leave a watering can outside and as they arrive at the setting they
water their welly plant!
My special collection - Leave shells, stones, leaves, petals and
anything else you can think of in a bowl outside the door with
instructions that the child should choose something to bring into
show their keyperson! They could add to the bowl with things they
find on their way too. (consider age appropriateness)
My special doorway - Is it possible to make a secret special child
sized doorway or archway alongside the normal walkway? After
all, children deserve the star treatment!
 My child height door knocker or bell - Never forget who this
building is for! Can children reach the doorbell?

When you pass by the outside of your setting is it clear what the
building is for and who the most important visitors are? Perhaps you
have your logo and branding outside. Perhaps you have paintings in
the windows? Most Early Years Practitioners will make an effort to
ensure the setting is bright and cheerful.
We want children to feel a sense of ownership when they arrive at our
setting, here are some ideas to brighten up your external environment
for customers, visitors and even passers by;

1.

2.

3.

4.

Imagine how a parent would feel when they knock on your door for that first
nursery tour to find all this waiting for them! They would be sold before they've

even had the tour!



Window

Shopping!
Shopping for an early years place for your child is very different to shopping for
new shoes and, lets face it, if someone came along peering through the
nursery windows we would probably hastily call the police! So what does
window shopping in early years look like? The window to your setting is, of
course, your website or social media page. It is on here that the children can
really show off what they love about your setting. Now, before we go any
further, we must mention GDPR and safeguarding. No child should ever have
their photo, name or any details published anywhere without full permission
from their parents or guardians. (See the example form provided at the end of
this document)
Using real photos of your children using the resources and playing with staff
from your actual setting is a powerful thing. Anybody can use a stock image to
show a happy, engaged child....look heres one now...

It doesn't mean anything, it doesn't prove anything
and it doesn't demonstrate a USP. 
Let the children tell the world what it is they love about
your setting, maybe use a quote from one of your
older children. Keep your website up to date with new
images, special events and news and be sure to be
clear on how you are contacted.

Your teams relationships with the children should also be celebrated, again
please make sure you have permission but sharing your teams photographs and
a little about them is important. It allows perspective customers to see the faces
of the people they will be trusting with their most precious child. What about
asking older children to give you a quote about what they love about their key
worker to accompany the photo? For children that are too young you can state
what you have observed the practitioner doing with children that makes them so
happy! e.g.

"This is Helena and she gives the very best puppet shows 
to our babies, you can hear the giggles from down the hall!"



So far we have looked at how children can tell the world how fab you are
externally, but don't forget the show arounds and the visitors, they will all see
how amazing your setting is on the inside too.

Let the children do the talking in the way that they are engaged and content, in
the way that when they are upset they seek a key worker for comfort and
demonstrate their relationships. They will tell the visitors all they need to know in
their sociable and expressive play and in their independence and resilience.

Every visitor will hear loud and clear from the smiles, the cuddles, and the
general wellbeing of all the children in your setting.

So, whilst little Abigail from toddlers may not be able to explain the ins and outs
of her latest learning assessment to her little friend over a babycino, she certainly
will be able to express her contentment at having such an awesome early years
setting.

Hi

There!



Here at insert setting name we take privacy, safeguarding and GDPR very seriously. We would therefore
like to ask for your permission to use photographs of your child in the following ways.

I do / do not give permission for my child's photograph to be used on insert setting name website.

I do / do not give permission for my child's photograph to be used in internal observations or displays in the
setting.

I do / do not give permission for my child's photograph to be used on insert setting name here social media
pages and externally for wider marketing purposes

I understand that should my agreement to permissions change, it is my responsibility to inform insert
setting name here

Marketing Permissions

for use at: insert setting name here

Childs Full Name

Date

Print Name

Signature

Childs DOB

Relationship to
the child



Here at                           we take privacy, safeguarding and GDPR very seriously. We would therefore like
to ask for your permission to use photographs of your child in the following ways.

I do / do not give permission for my child's photograph to be used on                                    website.

I do / do not give permission for my child's photograph to be used in internal observations or displays in the
setting.

I do / do not give permission for my child's photograph to be used on                                         social media
pages and externally for wider marketing purposes

I understand that should my agreement to permissions change, it is my responsibility to inform

Marketing Permissions

for use at:                                          

Childs Full Name

Date

Print Name

Signature

Childs DOB

Relationship to
the child


